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BEST BET R4 18:07

Remember Grizz
T: John Gale

The Hounds Says: In top form winning his last two
on the bounce here. Has used his early pace to
lead most of the way recently. No reason to say he
can't do it again. Big show.

NEXT BEST R9 19:54

Zipping Zuma
T: Sam Simonetta

The Hounds Says: No luck at all in his last two
starts after a smart maiden win here of box eight.
Just needs to hold the rail to be a big show. Include
in everything.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 6,8,4,3 
Race 6 - 2,4,6,7 
Race 7 - 5,4,2,1 
Race 8 - 5,2,4,6 

$20 for 12.8%

R1 LADBROKES BET TICKER MAIDEN Maiden 320m 17:07

DESPICABLE TILLY (7) was a good effort at first
start here up the straight showing pace. Should
be suited to the wide draw. REMEMBER GRACE
(8) is ultra consistant and has the pace to lead.
Big danger. COSMIC BILLY (1) is an unknown but
has the gun draw and is in good hands. Watch
market. HILLBILLY GIRL (4) has early pace and
races very well here.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R2 FLYING RICCIARDO AT STUD MAIDEN Maiden 401m 17:27

Interesting maiden. ZIPPING DARIA (4) looked
good at her first start in the recent maiden series
in town. Looks likely to get a clear run here and
be hard to beat. BARBARA FRANCIS (7) is well
bred and in good local hands. Watch the market.
SAVED BY ROSE (1) has had no luck lately. The
red rug helps. YELLOWSTONE KID (8) needs to
jump better. Place.

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5.
6.
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R3 LADBROKES CASH IN 5th Grade 401m 17:44

Very open race. CARVED IN STONE (4) has good
pace and he might find the early lead. That would
be a big advantage in this field. BEAR'S BEAST (1)
last start effort was sound and the box brings her
right into this. OUR DASHER (6) might find this
easier then his recent assignments. COOL KAT (7)
might get a clear run from the draw. Each way
prospects.

1.
2. N/A
3.
4.
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R4 RRC WHERE EVERYONE IS WELCOME 5th Grade 401m 18:07

REMEMBER GRIZZ (2) is in career best form and
has come up with a suitable draw that should see
him lead all the way. GYPSY (7) would be better
drawn inside but has the pace to be vying for the
early lead. INDIGO (6) is at risk of finding trouble
but just needs a clear run to be in the finish.
LEKTRA TERRACE (5) is always around the
placings.

1. N/A
2.
3. N/A
4.
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9.
10.

Tips

R5 LADBROKES ODDS BOOST 4th/5th Grade 520m 18:27

SWIFT CHOICE (6) will appreciate the wider draw
and can turn the tables on BOOM CRASH BOOM
(8) who is yet to win from a wide draw but is
going for three wins on the bounce. SURPRISE
BABY (4) is dropping in class on recent
assignments and was good over the 401m last
week. SHADY'S ROCKET (3) will appreciate the
inner draw and will rail home strongly.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6.
7.
8.
9. N/A

Tips

R6 LADBROKES MEGA MULTI 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 320m 18:44

ZINZAN MAN (2) will find the rail early and be
hard to hold out. MICKEY WOW (4) is another one
that will be looking for the rail. Ran smart time
winning here last week. FLYING RYAN (6) was
impressive winning last week Railed home hard.
Needs to improve his box speed. Looks to have
upside. TRUE TERROR (7) can sweep around
them if trouble inside.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. N/A
6.
7. N/A
8.
9.
10. N/A

Tips
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R7 TRIALS AT TRY BOOKING 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 320m 19:04

Lots of pace from the middle draws. MINKARA
MINX (4) shows great acceleration once she hits
the ground. Should use that pace to find the lead
and be the one to beat. FEROCIOUS BARBIE (5) is
also blessed with early pace but should stay mid
track. PHASE FOUR (2) will appreciate the inside
draw and could capitalise. ZIPPING COLIN (1) has
place claims.

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
5.
6.
7. N/A
8.
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R8 LADBROKES CARD 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 320m 19:29

I'M RIGHT HERE (5) was impressive using her
good early pace to win her maiden last start. That
should give her confidence a big boost. ALWAYS
ARCHIE (2) might find the fence behind the leader
and be strong late. Big danger. LEAPLING (4) can
finish strongly if can find a position early.
CARWOOLA ELKI (6) might follow the five across
and challenge.

1.
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R9 FREE ENRTY AT RICHMOND RACE CLUB 1-3
WIN

5th
Grade 320m 19:54

ZIPPING ZUMA (1) has found a very winnable
race. He likes to rail and if he can hold the early
lead should be too strong. TRIAL BY COMBAT (2)
should follow the red through and collect
another cheque. KNIGHTED FOXY (5) can show
pace and could be the knockout if trouble inside.
DRIPPING (4) is an unreliable beginner but on her
best jump can place.

1. N/A
2.
3. N/A
4.
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R10 STEELINE RIVERSTONE 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 320m 20:13

FAKE (1) has the early speed to take full
advantage of the box to hold the lead and
hopefully hold on. ROGUE TRIGGER (6) is the big
danger. Slow starts have proven costly but he
has a big motor. Just needs luck. ACTIVE NUGGET
(2) has pace and will sit outside the red early.
HONEY MONEY (3) might just sit behind the
leaders and run home strongly.

1.
2.
3. N/A
4.
5. N/A
6.
7.
8. N/A
9. N/A
10. N/A

Tips

R11 FUNCTION ROOM FOR HIRE 4th/5th Grade 320m 20:36

ARAGORN BLAZE (3) is on fire at the moment.
Drawn to find the lead and win again. WINLOCK
PETE (1) hasn't had much luck lately and will
appreciate the draw. Should just settle behind
the leaders. PROST (2) likes an inside draw and
will challenge. ONLY YOU (6) has claims. Both the
reserves have big chances if they happen to gain
a start.

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6.
7.
8. N/A
9. N/A
10.

Tips

R12 RACE SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE NG1-4 401m 20:58

JACKPOT JESSIE (8) only has to run up to her win
here on Wednesday to be winning with a leg in
the air. The price won't be fancy however. MISS
BOO (1) is flying but will need to find some time
on the clock to win. LIGHTNING OWL (4) is a good
sprinter who can place with a clear run. DOUBLE
TREAT (7) looks outgraded but is promising and
can place.

1.
2.
3. N/A
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips
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